Turning the Tide: audiovisual source materials

Sunrise HoCo Climate Strike by Alchymdiatv https://youtu.be/E71d3d510Mk CC-BY via Youtube


Fire Behaviour: Observation & Training by CFA (Country Fire Authority) https://youtu.be/p1iZPR6alBc CC-BY via Youtube

Cumhurbaşkanı Recep Tayyip Erdoğan Azerbaycan Cumhurbaşkanı Aliyev ile ortak basın toplantısı by Mersin GünDEM https://youtu.be/ieTiStMsACE CC-BY via Youtube

CLIMATESTRIKE IN ASIA by 350 East Asia https://youtu.be/2rR4u_QqROY CC-BY via Youtube

Asian Development Bank: Stop funding dirty energy! By 350 East Asia https://youtu.be/7VMxT1Ey780 CC-BY via Youtube

EIB hoax - coal down award [full video] by Counter Balance https://youtu.be/XV6-34UYEJo CC-BY via Youtube

World Bank Out of Climate Finance at COP17 by gearsofchange https://youtu.be/zZqWOiatx0 CC-BY via Youtube

Še je čas! - Glinenčki pred parlamentom - 21 / 6 / 2012 by Glinencek https://youtu.be/7hPc-dnAyyY CC-BY via Youtube

Maškare v pustni akciji proti TEŠ6 pred Državnim zborom by PolitikisTV https://youtu.be/xOBftyZW7DE CC-BY via Youtube


World Bank Group President David Malpass Remarks at UN General Assembly Event by UNSGSA https://youtu.be/Xsq3Zwnn9dc CC-BY via Youtube

Re-Imagining Asia and the Pacific in a Post-Pandemic World (Replay) by Asian Development Bank https://youtu.be/DU5-oh908NE?t=493 CC-BY via Youtube

Stamping and signing a document in slow motion. Free HD video footage by Unripe Content https://youtu.be/pSmvrD3D4Q CC-BY via Youtube

Documentary: Citizen Science Revolution - Making Sense #EUProject by Fab Lab Barcelona https://youtu.be/hvn5LyACUYw CC-BY via Youtube

Outside Mob 49th ADB AGM by NGO FORUM on ADB https://youtu.be/ETC9xS8-pAQ (with permission)
walk of shame by NGO FORUM on ADB https://youtu.be/3TRziWbGKyA (with permission)

WORLD BANK PULL OUT FROM ALL FOSSIL FUELS NOW! By APMDD https://youtu.be/7FtoV-OoFjw (with permission)

Climate Crisis Projection Action at Thermal Plant in Slovenia by Greenpeace (with permission)

Elena’s message for Intesa Bank by Paolo Zuccotti and Jan Hajdelak for 350.org (with permission)

Flooding in Ayutthaya, Thailand & Evacuation day (October 9, 2011) by EarthUncutTV (with permission)

#FossilFreeEIB action in Berlin by Paolo Zuccotti and Jan Hajdelak for 350.org (with permission)

No TAP protests in Italy by Paolo Zuccotti and Jan Hajdelak for 350.org (with permission)

Sostanj, view of the thermal power plant by Ajznponar
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sostanj,_view_of_the_thermal_power_plant.jpg CC BY-SA 4.0 via Wikimedia Commons

The Role of Fossil Fuel Subsidies in Preventing Action on the Climate Crisis by Oversight Committee https://youtu.be/yRUm8veLKLk?t=2054

Questions and answers - EIB Group’s Annual Conference 2021 by European Investment Bank https://youtu.be/5hg1ACooF0w

Extracts from EIB Governors roundtable by European Investment Bank https://youtu.be/RHBygHl5Tpo?t=377

Stopping the funding of fossil fuel projects: what are the opportunities and challenges ahead? by European Investment Bank https://youtu.be/vGFnE5Zipkw

EIB Vice-President outlines new energy lending policy by European Investment Bank https://youtu.be/1h-PqLatzPI

2016: One of the warmest two years on record by Met Office - Weather https://youtu.be/QaEAActgrn3U

Pavarësi Energjetike për Kosovën by Ministria e Ekonomisë ME https://youtu.be/96Whu_1dn-8

Plenary Session - #OnePlanet by One Planet Summit https://youtu.be/9TMb9huYTy0

Petersberg Climate Dialogue - António Guterres (UN Secretary-General) on Climate Action by United Nations https://youtu.be/Lxl7-NVZ3iA

EBRD launches first investments in new region by European Bank for Reconstruction and Development https://youtu.be/STFgh1ZBP9k
Civil Society Townhall by World Bank Live https://youtu.be/UT2N2QtsnvU


What is fossil fuel divestment and why does it matter? | Keep it in the ground by The Guardian https://youtu.be/D_xqn-FyN_k

Glacier Calving | 15 Amazing Collapses, Tsunami Waves and Icebergs by Licet Studios https://youtu.be/49bYTMo3Vxw

15 HUGE Glacier Break Offs by Top Fives https://youtu.be/C1H4tD8GRms

European youth: European Investment Bank, get out of fossil fuels! by YoungFoEE https://youtu.be/XDSOP_bpeBQ

Kosovo Activists project NO NEW COAL on WB building www.kosid.org by KOSID Kosovo https://youtu.be/XedwC0weYOQ


EIB, stop public funding of fossil gas - Uppsala says #NoTAP by Gastivists https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1557377934355319